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Bootstrap Tour broken, needs library update

Status
Pending

Subject
Bootstrap Tour broken, needs library update

Version
19.x

Category
- Dogfood on a *.tiki.org site
- Regression

Feature
Tours

Resolution status
Please retest

Submitted by
Gary Cunningham-Lee

Volunteered to solve
Jonny Bradley

Lastmod by
Gary Cunningham-Lee, luciah d' being ♂♂♂, Jonny Bradley

Rating
★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★ (0) ⚠️

Related-to
- Plugin Tour broken in 19.x

Description
Tour doesn't work in trunk currently (to be Tiki 19) since the switch from Bootstrap 3 to 4, in a quick test of an existing tour. The first popup appears but the second doesn't. But according to the Bootstrap Tour site (https://github.com/sorich87/bootstrap-tour/issues/554) it should work so the library needs to be updated and then Tour retested.

Solution
r69044 hopefully

Importance
10 high

Easy to solve?
Priority
70

Demonstrate Bug

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk

Ticket ID
6677

Created
Wednesday 30 May, 2018 08:17:43 GMT-0000

LastModif
Tuesday 12 February, 2019 10:13:28 GMT-0000

Comments

Marc Laporte 27 Nov 18 12:46 GMT-0000

Is this still a concern?

https://github.com/sorich87/bootstrap-tour/commit/f42cbef145f3148aa7b363d289ef6b85ae66849

luciash d' being ‍♂️ 27 Nov 18 15:35 GMT-0000

We use v0.12.0 but it is still broken, see:
https://dev.tiki.org/item6927-Plugin-Tour-broken-in-19-x

luciash d' being ‍♂️ 27 Nov 18 15:46 GMT-0000

Oh, that is weird, in composer.lock it indeed says it should use 0.12.0 but on my demo site it still loads v0.11.0 in fact even though it is updated daily?
https://demo.luciash.eu/tiki19x/vendor_bundled/vendor/sorich87/bootstrap-tour/build/css/bootstrap-tour.css
Jonny Bradley  27 Nov 18 16:07 GMT-0000

Looks like the main js file bootstrap-tour.js might still be on v0.11 according to the comment block at the top... the minified one says it's v0.12 so i'll see if there's any difference...

Jonny Bradley  27 Nov 18 16:14 GMT-0000

Nope, still the same error message as with the unmagnified one:

>Uncaught TypeError: n.data(...).tip is not a function
> at o._showPopover (bootstrap-tour.min.js:22)

.tip is there on whatever this is, but it's a string not a function...

The version from dev-master (which confusingly says it's v0.12) seems to work fine, so i guess they just need to do a release?

Marc Laporte 27 Nov 18 19:31 GMT-0000

https://github.com/sorich87/bootstrap-tour/releases/tag/v0.12.0
https://packagist.org/packages/sorich87/bootstrap-tour#
v0.12.0

So they need to do a 0.13?

Marc Laporte 11 Feb 19 15:13 GMT-0000

Related commit: http://sourceforge.net/p/tikiwiki/code/69044

Using dev-master is not ideal but necessary in this case. As soon as a release is available, we'll can go back to a packaged version.

Gary Cunningham-Lee 12 Feb 19 11:24 GMT-0000

A two-page tour that I made in 2015 works normally now in branch 19, without any new editing, etc. 😊 so I'd say it's fixed now.
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